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We introduce length-sensing and control schemes for the dual-recycled cavity-enhanced Michelson interferometer configuration proposed for the Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory 共LIGO兲. We discuss the principles of this scheme and show methods that allow sensing and
control signals to be derived. Experimental verification was carried out in three benchtop experiments
that are introduced. We present the implications of the results from these experiments for Advanced
LIGO and other future interferometric gravitational-wave detectors. © 2003 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 120.3180, 120.5050, 120.2230, 350.1270.

1. Introduction

Interferometric gravitational-wave observatories are
expected to detect gravitational waves for the first
time in the near future. These observatories will
confirm the existence of an essential missing part of
Einstein’s general theory of relativity by directly observing gravitational waves. They will also, and
with potentially much greater scientific yield, open a
completely new branch of observational astronomy.
Detectable gravitational waves are generated when
objects with masses of the order of 1 solar mass undergo extreme acceleration. Most of the potential
sources such as supernovas, black hole binaries, and
neutron star mergers are among the most violent
processes in the universe.
The first generation of laser interferometric
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gravitational-wave detectors 关Laser Interferometer
Gravitational Wave Observatory 共LIGO1兲, VIRGO,2
GEO 600,3 and TAMA4兴 are all either at advanced
stages of construction or initial operation. These detectors are expected to be sensitive enough to open
the field of gravitational-wave observation and are
beginning substantial observing runs, operating in
coincidence. All these systems employ detectors
based on Michelson interferometers to measure tiny
oscillating strains in space associated with gravitational radiation. It is likely that more-sensitive detectors are needed to give a reasonable rate of
detections of a range of signal types.
In general the detector operates by transducing the
optical phase change produced by a passing gravitational wave into an amplitude change measurable at
a photodetector. In this paper we describe the principles of length-sensing and control schemes for an
advanced interferometer configuration: the dualrecycled cavity-enhanced Michelson interferometer.
It is the first of four papers, all published in this issue.
The three others5–7 describe different realizations of
length-sensing and control schemes.
The detectors used in the first-generation systems
include various enhancements of the basic Michelson
interferometer to improve sensitivity. The incorporation of Fabry–Perot cavities into arms of the LIGO,
VIRGO, and TAMA interferometers allows the optical phase shift to be enhanced as, in effect, the light
beams make multiple traversals of the varying optical path 共in the original Michelson–Morley experiment folded arms were used to gain an increase in
sensitivity8兲. Additional components are used to de-

liver a sufficient photon flux to the beam splitter: a
relatively powerful laser employed in combination
with the technique of power recycling9,10 used in all
first-generation systems. A related technique, signal recycling,11 provides control of the response of the
interferometer. The combination of power recycling
and signal recycling is conventionally termed dual
recycling. Signal recycling is discussed in Subsection 1.A. Of the first-generation detectors, only
GEO 600 employs signal recycling.
It is expected that in its initial configuration LIGO
should detect up to a few events per year of operation.12 Improving the amplitude sensitivity by a factor of 10 increases the observation range for a given
signal source strength by a factor of 10 and increases
the event rate by approximately 3 orders of magnitude depending on the spatial distribution of the
gravitational-wave sources 共on length scales much
larger than the mean separation of galaxies near our
own兲. The potential for a huge leap in the scientific
yield from the observatories provides sufficient motivation for rapid development of the necessary technology. We consider modifications of the optical
configuration that should allow an order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity, then introduce a
sensing and control scheme that should allow the
interferometer to operate.
During normal operation the first-generation instruments will contain of the order of 0.1 J of light or
5 ⫻ 1017 photons 共in all cases from Nd:YAG lasers
emitting light at 1064 nm兲. The stored energy sets a
performance limit, the shot-noise limit, over much of
the important frequency range of the instruments
from above approximately 100 Hz to an upper useful
limit of several kilohertz. At lower frequencies 共below roughly 100 Hz, but varying among the different
detectors兲 displacement noise of the mirror surfaces
is dominant, arising from various sources including
thermal noise and seismic noise. We do not discuss
mirror displacement noise in this paper.
In LIGO the core of the detector is a power-recycled
Fabry–Perot Michelson interferometer. This interferometer topology is shown in Fig. 1. The arms are
4 km long, and vacuum systems of this length have
been built at both of the LIGO facilities. The most
efficient operation of this type of interferometer requires the output port to be held close to a dark fringe
共interference minimum兲. The Fabry–Perot arm cavities are chosen such that the width 共in frequency兲 of
their resonances is of the order of the desired signal
bandwidth of the interferometer, i.e., approximately
100 Hz. With 4-km-long arms this corresponds to a
finesse of a few hundred; and with modern, low-loss
optics, nearly all the light is reflected rather than
being scattered or absorbed. With the interferometer held at a dark fringe, most of the light would be
directed back out of the input port toward the laser.
By adding a carefully chosen and positioned mirror,
called the power-recycling mirror, one can optimize
the circulating laser power and maximize the number
of photons stored in the interferometer, available to
interact with gravitational radiation. The fre-

Fig. 1. Simplified diagram of an initial LIGO interferometer.
Each interferometer consists of two arm cavities formed between
the mirrors input test mass 关ITM1共2兲兴 and end test mass 关ETM1共2兲兴
of length L1 and L2 of approximately 4000 m, whereas the other
distances are of the order of a few meters. The beam splitter 共BS兲
and power-recycling 共PR兲 mirror are shown, the function of the
latter is discussed in the text. The input light, from the injection
optics, enters at the left, and the signal is detected at the dark port
共DP兲 photodetector. Note that it is important to distinguish the
macroscopic mirror spacings from the microscopic values that determine the phase of the light at refection from the optics. Microscopic displacements are described by their effect on the phase
of the light fields, modulo one cycle. BP, bright port; DP, dark
port; PO, pickoff.

quency response of such an interferometer therefore
is determined almost entirely by the arm cavities:
The response of the whole interferometer is dominated by the roll-off at the corner frequency of the
individual cavities. A wider bandwidth with equally
good peak sensitivity would provide a better chance of
detecting gravitational waves. However, there is always a trade-off between bandwidth and peak sensitivity for a fixed stored light energy. Technical
limitations on the stored energy have forced all firstgeneration detectors to adopt an interferometer
bandwidth of the order of 100 Hz. Such technical
limitations and expectations of the likely
gravitational-wave signal spectra would have been
taken into account in the choice of the bandwidth for
each detector.
The scientific aims and benefits of Advanced LIGO
have been detailed elsewhere.13 In general terms
the intention is to improve the peak gravitationalwave 共strain兲 sensitivity by over 1 order of magnitude
beyond that of the initial detectors and to allow observations at lower frequencies by an extension of the
frequency range down to a lower cutoff of approximately 10 Hz. Target sensitivity curves are shown
in Fig. 2. This shows an estimate of the sensitivity
that should be achievable given the application of
technology currently under development within the
LIGO Science Collaboration 共LSC兲. The LIGO observatories were designed to accommodate upgraded
detectors within the vacuum systems, clean rooms,
and other facilities built to house the initial detectors.
The first stage of upgrades is called Advanced LIGO
1 March 2003 兾 Vol. 42, No. 7 兾 APPLIED OPTICS
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Fig. 2. Example sensitivity target for future instruments such as
Advanced LIGO. The strain–noise amplitude spectral density is
plotted over the frequency range of useful sensitivity. The solid
curve shows an estimate of the total noise from all contributions,
whereas the dashed curve shows just the noise associated with the
optical sensing system. Over much of the frequency band shown,
the proposed sensitivity is at least an order of magnitude better
than that of first-generation instruments.

and is planned to consist of the replacement or enhancement of the interferometric detectors at both
LIGO sites.
A. Signal-Recycling Techniques for Advanced
Interferometers

The sensitivity of the optical system to gravitational
radiation within a well-defined signal frequency band
could be improved when the frequency response of
the interferometer is matched to the expected signal
spectrum. This can be achieved in practice by the
application of signal recycling, a technique that requires the addition of one mirror, and a consequential
increase in system complexity. Signal recycling removes the relationship between cavity bandwidth 共or
finesse兲 and interferometer response to an extent
that is limited by loss in the optical system.
With the interferometer controlled to maintain the
output port at an interference minimum, any small
change to the interferometer that is common to the
two arms will cause an effect at the input port,
whereas any differential change, including a
gravitational-wave signal, will appear at the output
port. To understand the operation of the interferometer, it is easiest to consider that the effect of
the gravitational radiation is to phase modulate the
light in the arms of the interferometer. Then differential phase modulation sidebands will propagate to
the output port where they can be detected. In a
perfect interferometer, with a perfectly dark fringe
共zero carrier field兲 at the output port, the sidebands
could be measured by the addition of a small local
oscillator component 共with either homodyne or heterodyne detection兲.
1246
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Any common light field approaching the beam
splitter from the arms interferes constructively in the
direction toward the illuminating laser 共the input or
bright port兲. This light field does not contain any
information about the gravitational waves, and so the
power-recycling mirror placed at the input port does
not affect the frequency response of the interferometer to gravitational waves. Instead it has the effect
of enhancing the overall light energy stored in the
interferometer.
Signal recycling10,14 operates by one adding coherently the phase modulation sidebands back into the
interferometer. These then add with the sidebands
produced at earlier and later times. The reflectivity
of the signal-recycling mirror controls the effective
number of round trips over which the sidebands are
summed, and hence the bandwidth of the interferometer. The position of the signal-recycling mirror controls which sideband frequencies will add
constructively and which will add destructively, thus
determining the tuning of the interferometer. The
signal-recycling mirror is partially transmissive, and
the filtered light field can be detected as in the simpler system.
The frequency response of the interferometer is
determined by the position of the signal-recycling
mirror. Conventionally the special case of maximum response at zero signal frequency is termed
tuned; all other cases, with peak response at a finite
frequency, are called detuned. The detuning is usually described by either the frequency of peak response or by the shift of the signal-recycling mirror
away from the tuned point— often in terms of an
optical phase shift. We adopt this convention.
B.

Increasing the Stored Light Energy

First-generation interferometers should operate at
the photon-counting statistics 共or shot-noise兲 limit of
sensitivity. To provide an order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity it is necessary to increase
the number of photons by approximately 2 orders of
magnitude, or equivalently increase the stored energy to approximately 10 J. This can be accomplished in part with each photon stored for a longer
period of time, but for the most part must be achieved
by an increase in the photon flux from the illuminating laser. The first-generation instruments use
⬃10-W lasers and store the photons for 1 ms on average. Advanced LIGO will use ⬃180-W lasers and
achieve at least double the storage time through reduced optical loss, mainly in mirror coatings. This
would provide an improvement in sensitivity by ⬃5
times, still less than is desired; the remaining factor
of ⬃2 will be obtained by response shaping by use of
signal recycling. In the discussion below it should
be noted that, although the stored light energy determines the shot-noise-limited sensitivity, it is the circulating optical power that causes technical
difficulties because of heating of the optics.
Although the shot noise can be decreased by an
increase in the stored energy, another noise contribution, the quantum radiation pressure noise, in-

creases. This produces a noise minimum that is
called the standard quantum limit. It has recently
been realized that, in signal-recycling interferometers, the uncertainty principle is more complicated
than had been assumed, providing the opportunity to
tune the interferometer parameters so that it can
operate beyond the standard quantum limit.15 In
fact the lower curve shown in Fig. 2 crosses below the
standard quantum limit.
It is possible to fabricate mirrors with coating absorption coefficients of less than 10⫺6. A 4-km-long
cavity fabricated from such mirrors can store ⬎⬎10
J of light energy in a single optical mode. A problem
arises, however, when one considers that, with normal transmissive optics, the light must pass through
substrates of input test masses 共ITMs兲 and the beam
splitter 共see Fig. 1兲 on the way to the cavities.
Transmissive substrate materials considered for use
in gravitational-wave detectors 共fused silica and sapphire兲 cannot support circulating powers of more
than a few kilowatts兲 without acquiring a strong thermal lens 共absorption leads to localized heating, and so
to refractive-index changes兲.16 Use of high-finesse
arm cavities would allow the stored energy to be increased while reducing the power in the substrates,
provided that the distortion that is due to heating of
the coating is tolerable 共this would require in practice
either a coating loss of ⬍⬍1 part per million, or otherwise some method of thermal compensation兲. In a
power-recycled Michelson configuration, such highfinesse cavities would yield a frequency response too
narrow to be of practical use in gravitational-wave
detection. Signal recycling, however, can allow a
useful response function to be obtained from a detector with high-finesse arm cavities. This was the motivation for the invention of the extension of signal
recycling known as resonant sideband extraction.14
Resonant sideband extraction corresponds to
strongly detuned signal recycling. Frequency responses of interferometers with high-finesse arm cavities, with and without resonant sideband extraction,
are compared in Fig. 3. The curves shown were calculated according to the complete quantummechanical models of Ref. 15 and thus include all the
effects of back-action of the light on the suspended
optical components within the interferometer. It is
this back-action that produces the poor sensitivity at
Fourier frequencies much below 100 Hz. In both
cases the performance at low frequency could be improved by a reduction of the light energy stored in the
interferometer, resulting, however, in poorer performance above ⬃100 Hz. In the signal-recycled case
the detuning was selected to produce the minimum
noise in the middle of the observation band. Optimization of the interferometer is nontrivial and we
accomplished this here by using iterative numerical
methods to give the best sensitivity to signals from
the final stages of binary neutron star inspirals. In
this example, the finesse of each arm cavity was 1250,
the signal-recycling mirror was 93% reflective, and
the detuning phase of the signal recycling was 0.18
rad.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the sensitivity of power-recycling and dualrecycling interferometers. The solid curve shows the optical performance limit with power recycling only, whereas the dashed
curve shows the result with the variant of dual recycling known as
resonant sideband extraction. The parameters used are those
proposed for Advanced LIGO 共the most important of which are
given in the text and are also those used in Fig. 2兲, except that the
effect of signal recycling was suppressed in curve a.

In resonant sideband extraction, the signalrecycling mirror acts together with the ITMs to reduce the apparent finesse of the arm cavities for the
gravitational-wave signal sidebands. The proposed
interferometer configuration is shown in Fig. 4. The
carrier light, being common mode and not reaching
the output port, is not affected. In the same way
that a lossless Fabry–Perot cavity with identical mirrors can have complete transmission at resonance,
the signal-recycling mirror could, in a lossless interferometer, reduce the storage time in the arms to that
of a single round trip. If the interference were perfect, no carrier light would reach the signal-recycling
mirror, and the buildup of laser light power in the
arms would not be affected. In a real detector, in the
presence of loss and imperfect optical figure, there is
a limit to how much the signal bandwidth can exceed
that for the carrier, but a ratio of more than 1 order
of magnitude can be realized. Thus the arm cavity
finesse can be increased by a factor of 10 or more,
thereby reducing the problems associated with the
handling of increased light power, allowing a significant increase in stored energy.
2. Methods of Sensing Interferometer Degrees of
Freedom

The mirrors forming the interferometer have to be
aligned so that the correct optical modes are established; they must also be positioned to within a small
fraction of a wavelength of the light to maintain the
required resonant conditions 共that is, to keep the arm
cavities on resonance with the injected laser light, to
maximize the effect of power recycling, to maintain
the Michelson at the interference minimum, and to
1 March 2003 兾 Vol. 42, No. 7 兾 APPLIED OPTICS
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Fig. 4. Advanced LIGO interferometer consists of two arm cavities formed between the mirrors ITM1共2兲 and ETM1共2兲 of length L1
and L2. The distances of the arm cavities from the beam splitter
共BS兲 are l1 and l2. The power-recycling 共PR兲 mirror at a distance
lp in front of the beam splitter and the signal-recycling 共SR兲 mirror
at ls behind the beam splitter complete the interferometer. The
lengths Li of the arm cavities are approximately 4000 m whereas
the other distances are of the order of a few meters. These distances depend on the final length-sensing scheme and have to
match the used modulation frequencies. Note that it is important
to distinguish these macroscopic mirror spacings from the microscopic quantities that determine the phase of the light at refection
from the optics. Microscopic displacements are described by their
effect on the phase of the light fields. BP, bright port; DP, dark
port; PO, pickoff.

select the correct frequency response provided by signal recycling兲.
The implementation of signal recycling increases
the complexity of the sensing and control system required to hold all the components in the alignment
and the position necessary to obtain the desired operation. In this paper we discuss the first stages in
the research and development of the sensing and
control systems of the Advanced LIGO interferometers.
To simplify the description of the control system we
choose coordinates based on the spacings of mirrors
that control these important aspects of the interferometer, rather than using coordinates associated
with the individual mirrors. There are several possible basis sets, and the one presented here is chosen
for simplicity of understanding. To this end we
choose to take the beam splitter as a fixed reference
and to give coordinates in terms of round-trip phase,
neglecting complete cycles.
The gravitational-wave signal is detected through
the differential optical path change it produces between the two long arms. The corresponding coordinate is called ⌽⫺. Complementing this the
coordinate reflecting the common-mode motion of the
two arms is called ⌽⫹. The position of the beam
splitter, measured from the two nearest arm cavity
mirrors, achieves the dark-fringe condition at the
output port. However, it is convenient to take the
beam splitter as fixed and to measure the positions of
other nearby optics 关ITMs and recycling mirrors
1248
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共RMs兲兴 with respect to it. In this picture the darkfringe condition is controlled by the relative spacing
of the two ITMs from the beam splitter. This degree
of freedom is called ⫺. Again there is a corresponding common-mode degree of freedom from the two
near-cavity mirrors to the power-recycling mirror:
⫹. The last degree of freedom, along the axis of the
optical mode of the interferometer, is that from the
two near mirrors to the signal-recycling mirror: s.
The power- and signal-recycling mirrors can be
thought of as each forming a cavity with a complex
mirror that is the rest of the interferometer. The
two cavities are called the power-recycling cavity and
signal-recycling cavity, respectively.
In addition to these are two corresponding angular
degrees of freedom per linear degree of freedom. We
do not discuss this aspect further in this paper.
It is necessary to measure 共readout兲 a signal representing each of the named degrees of freedom.
This can be done by a number of methods, but each is
fundamentally an extension of the Pound–Drever–
Hall technique.17 The general idea is to split the
optical beam into several frequency components 共normally by application of sinusoidal phase modulation
at radio frequencies兲 such that in each region of the
interferometer different combinations of the components are resonant. Signals extracted from the
ports shown in Fig. 4 are then demodulated to measure the extent of beats between the components,
revealing the resonant conditions and the relative
positions of the mirrors.
It is difficult to design a sensing system that provides separate signals for each degree of freedom
listed. However, it is acceptable from a control theory perspective that these signals be obtained in mixtures, provided that they can be separated cleanly
after detection. The signals must be obtained in a
linearly independent manner, and the mixing matrices should be robust against minor changes in interferometer parameters 共such as might occur when
mirror loss increases with time兲. Signals from the
three ports used in LIGO 共reflected, transmitted, and
pickoff; see also Subsection 2.A兲 are not sufficient to
control Advanced LIGO unless at least two modulation frequencies are employed. It is nontrivial to
design a sensing system that decouples the five
length-sensing signals obtained at three detection
ports as a result of demodulation at one of two modulation frequencies 共or at the beat frequency between
the modulation frequencies兲.
In some situations it is difficult to arrange for the
open-loop sensing system to be sufficiently separable.
In this case one must seek to design a controller that
operates to improve the separation through use of
gain hierarchy. If two signals are mixed in two ports
with one dominant in both ports, separation could be
problematic 共relying on the cancellation of two large
numbers to extract a small one兲. However, if the
large signal can be suppressed to a large degree by
means of closing a servo loop around that degree of
freedom, the situation can be improved. The servo
loop is unlikely to be affected by the presence of a

small signal from the other degree of freedom, but can
suppress the large signal by the loop gain—possibly
several orders of magnitude. This technique is used
in LIGO.18
The sensing and control system developed for
LIGO19 was already thought to be quite complicated.
There was some concern that the added complexity of
signal recycling would make control of the new system intractable. This motivated the initiation of a
research and development program by members of
the LSC and was generally coordinated by that collaboration. Within this program three benchtop experiments have been completed as a first phase of
research and development.
Results from the three initial experiments are reported in the companion papers.5–7 It should be
noted that these experiments were self-contained and
largely self-motivated.
The initial objective was to show that the selected
interferometer configuration could be operated with a
range of operational parameters and that there
would be at least one viable sensing and control system; in fact far more than this was achieved.
A. Mathematical Basis for the Design of Length-Sensing
Systems

Interferometric length-sensing and control schemes
are often based on phase modulation and demodulation techniques that were introduced above. All
schemes described here and in the companion papers make extensive use of these techniques, and it
is appropriate to review the way in which these
work.
A phase-modulated laser field can be described by
a pair of sidebands separated from the central frequency component 共the carrier兲 by the modulation
frequency ⍀:
E in ⫽ E 0 exp关i共 0 t ⫹ m sin ⍀t兲兴

再

⬇ E 0 exp共i 0 t兲 ⫹
⫺

m
exp关i共 0 ⫹ ⍀兲t兴
2

冎

m
exp关i共 0 ⫺ ⍀兲t兴 ,
2

(1)

where E0 is the amplitude and 0 is the angular
frequency of the original laser field. The amplitude
of each sideband is proportional to the modulation
index m provided that it is sufficiently small.
Larger modulation indices would also create higher
harmonics at 0 ⫾ N ⫻ ⍀.
The reflected, transmitted, or internal pickoff field
共a field extracted from within the power-recycling
cavity, such as by the pickoff shown in Fig. 4兲 in any
interferometer can be described as a linear combination of these frequency components with amplitudes
and phases modified by the frequency-dependent

transfer function T共兲 of the interferometer. Thus,
in general,

再

E out ⫽ E 0 T 0 exp共i 0 t兲 ⫹
⫺

m
T ⫹ exp关i共 0 ⫹ ⍀兲t兴
2

冎

m
T ⫺ exp关i共 0 ⫺ ⍀兲t兴 ,
2

(2)

with the transfer function evaluated at the three particular values
T 0 ⫽ T共 0兲,

T ⫹ ⫽ T共 0 ⫹ ⍀兲,

T ⫺ ⫽ T共 0 ⫺ ⍀兲.
(3)

The photocurrent that such a field generates in a
fast photodetector is proportional to
I ⬀ 兩 E 0兩 2 ⫹ 2m兩 E 0兩 2兵关T 0共T ⫹* ⫺ T ⫺*兲兴cos共⍀t兲
⫹ Ᏺ关T 0共T ⫹* ⫹ T ⫺*兲兴sin共⍀t兲其,

(4)

where the asterisk is used to denote complex conjugation. This signal will be demodulated with an ac
coupled electronic mixer followed by a low-pass filter
to yield signal
S ⫽ 2关T 0共T ⫹* ⫺ T ⫺*兲兴cos共␣兲
⫺ 2Ᏺ关T 0共T ⫹* ⫹ T ⫺*兲兴sin共␣兲,

(5)

where ␣ is the tunable demodulation phase. The
first term, proportional to cos共␣兲, is usually called the
quadrature 共Q兲 signal. It is especially sensitive to
differences in the amplitudes of the sidebands. The
second component proportional to sin共␣兲 is the inphase 共I兲 signal. It is primarily sensitive to phase
changes of the carrier relative to the sidebands.
Both parts of the signal vanish only if the carrier or
both of the sidebands vanish, or if the transfer function of the carrier is real and the transfer functions of
the sidebands are complex conjugated to each other
共modulus over all phase in all three transfer functions兲. If this is not the case, as for example in a
detuned configuration, the intensity oscillates with
the modulation frequency, and only one specific demodulation phase causes the signal to vanish. This
is similar to a simple heterodyne interferometer in
which a single additional frequency component is
added to the carrier:
E in ⫽ 关E 1 ⫹ E 2 exp共i⍀t兲兴exp共i 0 t兲.

(6)

The fields at a photodetector still depend on the
frequency-dependent transfer function T共兲. The
photocurrent can then be written as
I ⫽ 兩T 1 E 1兩 2 ⫹ 兩T 2 E 2兩 2 ⫹ 2兩T 1 E 1储T 2 E 2兩cos共⍀t ⫹ 兲,
(7)
where  ⫽ 关arg共T1兲 ⫺ arg共T2兲兴 is the phase difference
between the two transfer functions. Demodulation
with cos 共⍀t ⫹ 兲 yields
S ⫽ 2兩T 1 E 1储T 2 E 2兩cos共 ⫺ 兲.
1 March 2003 兾 Vol. 42, No. 7 兾 APPLIED OPTICS
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Table 1. Five Relevant Longitudinal Degrees of Freedom in an
Advanced LIGO Interferometera

Description

Symbol

Physical Distance

Differential arm cavity
Common arm cavity
Differential Michelson
Power-recycling cavity
Signal-recycling cavity

⌽⫺
⌽⫹
⫺
⫹
s

2k 共L1 ⫺ L2兲
2k 共L1 ⫹ L2兲
k 共l1 ⫺ l2兲
k 共2lp ⫹ l1 ⫹ l2兲
k 共2ls ⫹ l1 ⫹ l2兲

a
It is convenient to describe the two arm cavities by use of their
average or common length and their length difference or differential length instead of the individual lengths. The k ⫽ 2兾 is the
wave number. Note that the phases given under the symbol column correspond to microscopic changes of the macroscopic lengths
given in the physical distance column.

This signal disappears if either of the transfer functions is zero or if the demodulation phase is equal to
 ⫾ 兾2.
B.

Application to Signal-Recycling Interferometers

The basic layout of the Advanced LIGO interferometer is shown in Fig. 4. The phase-modulated laser
field enters the interferometer through the powerrecycling mirror. The beam splitter sends the beam
toward the two arm cavities formed between the input test masses ITMs and the end test masses
共ETMs兲. The recombined beam is then either sent
back to the power-recycling mirror or to the signalrecycling mirror.
The operation of the gravitational-wave detector
requires that the interferometer be held at the following working points:
1. The carrier has to be resonant in the arm cavities.
2. The carrier has to build up in the powerrecycling cavity and the arm cavities. Thus the
arms must not only be on resonance with the carrier,
but also have negligible loss.
3. The transmissivity of the carrier from the input port to the output port in the cavity-enhanced
Michelson interferometer should be, at a minimum,
limited only by asymmetry of the loss in the arms.
4. The tuning of the signal-recycling mirror depends on the targeted gravitational-wave frequency.
The proposed mode of operation requires a particular
positioning 共or detuning兲 of the signal-recycling mirror to generate the response shown in Fig. 2.
The five longitudinal degrees of freedom are defined in more detail in Table 1. All five degrees of
freedom have to be sensed and controlled by use of
the signals taken at three locations as shown in Fig.
5. The bright port and dark port receive, respectively, all the light reflected and transmitted. The
pickoff receives a small fraction of the light field inside the power-recycling cavity. This fraction is intended to be sufficiently small that its extraction does
not significantly change the remaining internal
fields. 共The pickoff beam would normally be generated with the unavoidable reflection at an antireflec1250
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Fig. 5. Fields at the different locations in the interferometer. Er
is the field that is reflected at the power-recycling mirror outside of
the interferometer. It will be detected at the bright port 共BP兲. Et
is the field that is transmitted through the whole interferometer.
It will be detected at the dark port 共DP兲. The subscript n of all the
other fields Enm denotes the mirror at which the field is calculated.
The superscript m denotes the direction of the field. The pickoff
共PO兲 field is proportional to Epo.

tion coating, e.g., from the rear surface of the beam
splitter.兲 The sideband frequencies ⍀i and the macroscopic distances are parameters that we can tune to
find and optimize the five signals.
The transfer functions 关see Eqs. 共3兲兴 for the carrier
and each sideband are required to enable the calculation of the error signals. These transfer functions
can be calculated from the following coupled set of
equations that express the propagation of fields in the
interferometer:
E r ⫽ t p E pi ⫹ r p E in,
E t ⫽ t s E si,
E po ⫽ ⫺r p E pi ⫹ t p E in,
E pi ⫽ r b E I2o exp关⫺ik共l p ⫹ l 2兲兴 ⫹ t b E I1o
⫻ exp关⫺ik共l p ⫹ l 1兲兴,
E s ⫽ r s E si,
o

E si ⫽ ⫺r b E I1o exp关⫺ik共l s ⫹ l 1兲兴 ⫹ t b E I2o
⫻ exp关⫺ik共l s ⫹ l 2兲兴,
E I1 ⫽ ⫺r b E so exp关⫺ik共l s ⫹ l 1兲兴 ⫹ t b E po
i

⫻ exp关⫺ik共l p ⫹ l 1兲兴,
E I1 ⫽ r cav1共k兲 E I1i,
o

E I2i ⫽ r b E po exp关⫺ik共l p ⫹ l 2兲兴 ⫹ t b E so
⫻ exp关⫺ik共l s ⫹ l 2兲兴,
E I2 ⫽ r cav2共k兲 E I2i.
o

(9)

Field Ein is the component of the incoming laser field
at angular frequency  ⫽ ck. The quantity Er is the
field that is reflected at the power-recycling mirror
outside of the interferometer; it will be detected at the
bright port. Field Et is transmitted through the

whole interferometer; it will be detected at the dark
port. The subscript n of all the other fields Enm
denotes the mirror at which the field is calculated,
where p represents the power-recycling mirror, s is
the signal-recycling mirror, I1 is ITM1, and I2 is

field Et at the dark port, and the pickoff field Epo are
the fields used to generate the necessary sensing signals. After some algebraic manipulation, the transfer functions for these three fields are obtained as the
following set of equations:

T r共k兲 ⫽

r p关1 ⫺ r s s exp共⫺i2kl s兲兴 ⫹ 共r p2 ⫹ t p2兲exp共⫺i2kl p兲关 p ⫹ r s X M exp共⫺i2kl s兲兴
,
1 ⫺ r s s exp共⫺i2kl s兲 ⫹ r p p exp共⫺i2kl p兲 ⫹ r s r p X M exp关⫺i2k共l s ⫹ l p兲兴

T t共k兲 ⫽

t s t p exp关⫺ik共l p ⫹ l s兲兴
,
1 ⫺ r s s exp共⫺i2kl s兲 ⫹ r p p exp共⫺i2kl p兲 ⫹ r p r s X M exp关⫺i2k共l s ⫹ l p兲兴

T po共k兲 ⫽

t p关1 ⫺ r s s exp共⫺i2kl s兲兴
.
1 ⫺ r s s exp共⫺i2kl s兲 ⫹ r p p exp共⫺i2kl p兲 ⫹ r p r s X M exp关⫺i2k共l s ⫹ l p兲兴

ITM2. The superscript m denotes the direction of
the field traveling away o 共for out兲 or toward i 共for
into兲 the mirror. The subscripts for the amplitude
reflectivity rn and transmissivity tn 共both real and
positive兲 specify the optic: b is the beam splitter,
and rcav1共k兲 and rcav2共k兲 are the frequency-dependent
reflectivity of each of the arm cavities given by
r cav1共2兲 ⫽ 关1 ⫺ a 1共2兲兴

冋

⫹r I1共2兲 ⫺ 关1 ⫺ A I1共2兲兴 1 ⫺

冋

⫻

1 ⫺ r I1共2兲 1 ⫺

A E1共2兲
2

A E1共2兲

册

2

册

 p共k兲 ⫽ exp共⫺ikl 兲关共r b2r cav2 ⫹ t b2r cav1兲cos共kl ⫺兲
⫹ i共r b2r cav2 ⫺ t b2r cav1兲sin共kl ⫺兲兴,

(13)

⫺ i共r b2r cav1 ⫺ t b2r cav2兲sin共kl ⫺兲兴,

exp关⫺i2kL 1共2兲兴
.

exp关⫺i2kL 1共2兲兴

Here the parameter a1共2兲 represents the loss in each
of the short Michelson interferometer arms caused by
the bulk absorption in the substrates—the ITMs and
the beam splitter. 共We note that this is not strictly
correct as the loss in the beam-splitter substrate
should appear also in one or the other of the recycling
cavities. In a low-loss system, however, this simplification has a negligible effect on the result.兲 Furthermore, AI1共2兲 and AE1共2兲 represent the loss at the
ITM and ETM surfaces and are given by
A E ⫽ 1 ⫺ r E2 ⬍⬍ 1.

The transmissivity of the ETM is included in the
assessment of its loss.
The fields in each arm cavity can be calculated from
the field impinging on each of the ITMs and are given
by
E cav1共2兲 ⫽

The contractions used in Eqs. 共12兲 describe essentially the condition of the Michelson interferometer
and are given by

 s共k兲 ⫽ exp共⫺ikl 兲关共r b2r cav1 ⫹ t b2r cav2兲cos共kl ⫺兲

(10)

A I ⫽ 1 ⫺ r I2 ⫺ t I2 ⬍⬍ 1,

(12)

t I1共2兲E I1共2兲i
1 ⫺ r I1共2兲r E1共2兲exp关⫺i2kL 1共2兲兴

.

(11)

With the above quantities defined, the coupled set
of Eqs. 共9兲 can be solved to yield any field in the
interferometer in terms of Ein. The resulting fields
at each location will then reveal the transfer functions for an arbitrary frequency component in the
input field to that location Tk共k兲 ⫽ Ek兾Ein. The reflected field Er at the bright port, the transmitted

(14)

共k兲 ⫽ exp共⫺ikl 兲t b r b
⫻ 关共r cav1 ⫺ r cav2兲cos共kl ⫺兲 ⫺ i共r cav1 ⫹ r cav2兲sin共kl ⫺兲兴,
(15)
X M共k兲 ⫽  2共k兲 ⫺  p共k兲 s共k兲,

(16)

where, in turn, 共k兲 is introduced to represent the
transmissivity of the cavity-enhanced Michelson interferometer 共from the bright port to the dark port
and vice versa兲. Also p共k兲 and s共k兲 are its reflectivity as seen from the power- and signal-recycling
mirrors, respectively. The quantities l ⫽ l1 ⫹ l2 and
l⫺ ⫽ l1 ⫺ l2 are the sum and the difference of the short
Michelson interferometer arms 共note that l⫹ includes
the path to the power-recycling mirror as distinct
from l that does not兲.
Equations 共13兲–共16兲 express the general solution
for the fields in the interferometer. They can be best
handled numerically or by computer symbolic algebra. To obtain a practical understanding of the design of a sensing system, however, it is beneficial to
obtain a solution linearized about the desired operating point, as set out below.
A small detuning of ␦Li of the length of arm cavity
i will result in a small phase shift in the reflectivity of
the arm cavities:
r cav1共2兲关⌽ 1共2兲兴 ⬇ ⫺1 ⫹ a 1共2兲 ⫹

2 A 1共2兲
T I1共2兲

⫹ i⌽ 1共2兲

4
T I1共2兲

,

(17)

where ⌽i ⫽ 2kc␦Li ⬍⬍ 1 is the round-trip phase shift
of the field. In approximation 共17兲 we used the fact
that the reflectivity of the end mirror is close to unity
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compared with the reflectivity of the input mirror
共rI rE ⬇ rI兲. Also
T 1共2兲 ⫽ t 1共2兲2 ⬅ T I

(18)

Substituting the above approximations 关共23兲–共31兲兴
into the set of Eqs. 共12兲 yields the final linearized
result:
T r共k c兲 ⫽ T r0共k c兲 ⫹ i共T I ⫹ ⫹ 2⌽ ⫹兲t r0共k c兲,

(32)

T r0共k c兲 ⬅


⫺T p T I ⫹ 2T Ia ⫹ 4A
,

T p T I ⫹ 2T Ia ⫹ 4A

(33)

represents the loss in the cavity because of the imperfection of both mirrors.
If the Michelson interferometer is close to its locking point for the carrier, the argument in the trigonometric functions in Eqs. 共13兲, 共14兲, and 共15兲 can be
replaced, noting that

t r0共k c兲 ⬅

4T p T I
,
 兲2
共T I T p ⫹ 2T Ia ⫹ 4A

(34)

k c l ⫺ ⫽ N2 ⫹  ⫺,

t t0共k c兲 ⬅

is the intensity transmissivity of the input mirror and
A 1共2兲 ⬅ A I1共2兲 ⫹

共1 ⫹ r I兲
A E1共2兲
2

(19)

(20)

T t共k c兲 ⬇ t t0共k c兲关i共T I ⫺ ⫹ 2⌽ ⫺兲 ⫹ ⌬A ⫹ T I⌬a兴,
(35)

where kc is the wave number for the carrier; we also
have
cos共k c l ⫺兲 ⬇ 1,

(21)

sin共k c l ⫺兲 ⬇  ⫺.

(22)

The reflectivity and transmissivity of the Michelson
interferometer are then given by

冋

册


2A
2⌽ ⫹
 p共k c兲 ⬇ ⫺exp共⫺ik cl 兲 1 ⫺ a ⫺
⫺i
⬇  s共k c兲,
TI
TI
(23)

冋冉

共k c兲 ⬇ exp共⫺ik cl 兲 i  ⫺ ⫹

冉

冊

册

2⌽ ⫺
2⌬A
⫹
⫹ ⌬a ,
TI
TI
(24)

X M ⫽ ⫺exp共⫺i2k cl 兲 1 ⫺ 2a ⫺

冊


4A
4⌽ ⫹
⫺i
.
TI
TI

Here we replaced the losses and phase shifts of the
individual arms and arm cavities by their differential
and common values. We also assumed that the
beam splitter has exactly 50:50 reflectivity and transmittance. The substitutions are defined by the following set of six expressions:
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a1 ⫹ a2
,
2

(26)

⌬a ⫽

a1 ⫺ a2
,
2

(27)

 ⫽
A

A1 ⫹ A2
,
2

(28)

⌬A ⫽

A1 ⫺ A2
,
2

(29)

⌽ ⫹ ⫽ ⌽ 1 ⫹ ⌽ 2,

(30)

⌽ ⫺ ⫽ ⌽ 1 ⫺ ⌽ 2.

(31)
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T p共k c兲 ⬇ T p0共k c兲 ⫺ i共T I ⫹ ⫹ 2⌽ ⫹兲t p0共k c兲,
T p0共k c兲 ⬅
t p0共k c兲 ⬅

(37)

2t p T I
,

T I T p ⫹ 2T Ia ⫹ 4A

(38)

4t p T I
.
 兲2
共T p T I ⫹ 2T Ia ⫹ 4A

(39)

In these expressions we also used the fact that the
round-trip losses in the arm cavities are much
smaller than the transmission of the input mirror,
i.e.,

A
,
TI

⌬A
⬍⬍ 1,
TI

(40)

and that the carrier is on resonance in both recycling
cavities so that
(25)

a ⫽

4t s t p T I
,
 兲共T I T s ⫹ 2T Ia ⫹ 4A
兲
共T I T s ⫹ 2T Ia ⫹ 4A
(36)

exp关⫺ik c共2l p ⫹ l 兲兴 ⬇ 1 ⫹ i ⫹,

exp关⫺ik c共2l s ⫹ l 兲兴

⬇ ⫺1 ⫺ i s.

(41)

The second half of Approximations 共41兲 is valid only
for signal recycling where the carrier would be resonant in the signal-recycling cavity, but to calculate
the equivalent for our required case of detuned dual
recycling 共or resonant sideband extraction兲 we only
have to make the substitutions
r s 3 r s exp共⫺i s兲,

t s 3 t s exp共⫺i s兾2兲

(42)

in the transfer function Tt共kc兲. The quantities Tr共kc兲
and Tp共kc兲 do not change.
Inspection of Eq. 共32兲 and approximations 共35兲 and
共37兲 yields a great deal of information about the nature of any practical length-sensing scheme. In particular, the Michelson interferometer separates the
common 共⫹, ⌽⫹兲 from the differential 共⫺, ⌽⫺兲 degrees of freedom, but not the common or differential
degrees of freedom from themselves. It also does not
provide any control signal that is first-order dependent on s. In addition, the transfer functions depend more strongly on the cavity degrees of freedom

共⌽⫺, ⌽⫹兲 than on the auxiliary common and differential degrees of freedom 共⫺, ⫹兲. Separating the
mixed signals of widely varying magnitudes is the
primary challenge to the designers of a sensing
scheme.
The gravitational-wave signal should be detected
with the highest possible sensitivity. Therefore the
carrier transmitted to the dark port will be used to
sense ⌽⫺. The carrier should also be used to detect
⌽⫹. The role of the additional frequency components injected into the system is to provide us with
the necessary local oscillators at all detection ports
and to generate additional control signals for the auxiliary degrees of freedom 共⫺, ⫹, s兲. The three
companion papers describe in detail three different
solutions to this problem.
3. Sensing and Control in Advanced Interferometers

An ideal sensing system would have five outputs each
corresponding to one of the sensed degrees of freedom. This is difficult 共if not impossible兲 to achieve
even in the region of parameter space around the
desired operating point where the signals are linearly
dependent on the sensed degrees of freedom 关see the
linearized Eq. 共32兲 and approximations 共35兲 and 共37兲兴.
It is noted that, provided the five signals contain
linearly independent mixtures of the five degrees of
freedom, a stable control system can be constructed.
This suggests use of a sensing matrix representing
the relationship between interferometer degrees of
freedom and the five outputs. Ideally the matrix
would be diagonal, but off-diagonal elements that are
no larger than the diagonal elements are usually tolerable 共with the obvious exceptions corresponding to
linear dependence兲. It is noted that on-diagonal matrix elements vary by several orders of magnitude.
One of the main difficulties encountered by the
designer of a sensing and control system for interferometers with high-finesse arm cavities is the overwhelming size of the signals representing the cavity
degrees of freedom ⌽⫺ and ⌽⫹ in the measurement
outputs designed to measure the other degrees of
freedom. This is true wherever the beats between
sidebands and the carrier are used to form the measurement signal 共i.e., demodulation at a frequency
equal to one of the modulation frequencies兲. During
the progress of the benchtop experiments, it was realized that the technique of double demodulation
could be used to reduce the significance of this problem. One must make a measurement that minimizes sensitivity to the strong carrier phase signals
produced by the arm cavities. This can be done
when a signal is derived from the beat between two
sets of modulation sidebands, each chosen to be far off
resonant in the arm cavities. Then one can realize
that sequential demodulation at the two modulation
frequencies is equivalent to demodulation at the beat
frequency. 共This is largely a matter of convenience
as it avoids the need to synthesize a sufficiently stable beat-frequency local oscillator.兲 This technique
makes the generation of nearly diagonal sensing matrices considerably simpler than it would be other-

wise. The double-demodulation technique is at the
heart of the sensing scheme proposed for Advanced
LIGO.
A.

Results from the Benchtop Experiments

Three benchtop experiments were carried out to explore a range of strategies for sensing and control in
dual-recycling interferometers. The experiments
were successful and yielded a rich set of results.
Some key points are summarized here, but for full
detail the reader is referred to the companion
papers.5–7
The sensing scheme developed by Mason and Williams6 was proposed as a minimal extension to the
methods used in the LIGO interferometers.19 The
addition of a single sideband 共rather than a pair of
phase modulation sidebands兲 achieves the basic goal
of providing five output signals from three detection
ports. The scheme was successful, as detailed in the
paper, where a number of technical limitations are
also discussed. An interesting feature of this design
was use of single sideband modulation 共see also Subsection 3.B兲.
The scheme developed and tested by Müller et al.5
was a slightly more radical approach to the same
problem, but with similar goals and results. Two
sets of phase modulation sidebands were applied to
the input light, and the signals were obtained by
suitable demodulation of these, including double demodulation where appropriate. The modulation frequencies and macroscopic mirror spacings within the
interferometer were chosen to meet the key aim of
separating the signals for the auxiliary degrees of
freedom as much as possible. This was achieved by
the choice of one modulation frequency such that little of its power was transmitted to the dark port,
whereas the other would be transmitted to the bright
port as strongly as possible. The former sidebands
would not show significant phase shift from the
signal-recycling mirror but would be strongly influenced by the power-recycling cavity length, whereas
the latter set of sidebands would be more equally
affected by the signal and power cavities. In a detuned interferometer one of the pair of sidebands
intended to be transmitted to the dark port would be
transmitted more efficiently than the other. Müller
et al. show how this scheme can be made to operate.
The research undertaken by Mason and Williams6
and Müller et al.5 has demonstrated that there are a
number of methods available to allow the interferometer degrees of freedom to be read out in a manner
suitable for the control of the interferometer. Most
significantly, new methods for obtaining clean signals
for ⫹, ⫺, and s have been proven. It has been
shown too that the readout scheme for an interferometer with fixed signal-recycling tuning can be a relatively minor extension of existing methods.
Advanced LIGO, as currently proposed, is planned
to operate with constant detuning of the signalrecycling cavity. However, it would be possible to
operate a similar configuration in a more versatile
manner, for example, to perform a rapid adjustment
1 March 2003 兾 Vol. 42, No. 7 兾 APPLIED OPTICS
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of an interferometer to obtain enhanced sensitivity
over a narrowed bandwidth or to follow a signal progressing through the frequency band.20 The research carried out by Shaddock et al.7 had as its goal
the design and construction of a tunable interferometer. As described in that paper the basic approach
was the same as in the other experiments, but with
the added feature of tunability. Shaddock et al. describe in detail how the problems associated with
tuning over a wide range could be handled by careful
choice of design parameters. The experiment was
successful and shows that tunable interferometers
remain an option for the future, at the expense of a
slight increase in complexity.
The results presented here and in the three companion papers have been applied to the design of
sensing and control schemes for three different interferometers. The methods were first applied to the
Advanced LIGO baseline interferometer design.
This design is the responsibility of the LIGO laboratory and is the topic of continuing research by several
groups within the LSC. Its complete description is
beyond the scope of the present paper, but the design
principles are presented in Subsection 3.B as an example of how the present results are applied to a
practical problem.
The methods have also been used to design two
prototype test interferometers, each designed to
probe aspects of the Advanced LIGO design in further
detail and with more realistic parameters than the
benchtop experiments; one of these is in Glasgow,
and the other is at the California Institute of Technology. The entire program is described in Ref. 21.
B.

Baseline Sensing Method for Advanced LIGO

The sensing and control system for Advanced LIGO
must satisfy a number of requirements: It must
bring the interferometer from a random starting condition to the desired operating point, it must feedback
correction signals to the positions of the optical components to hold the interferometer at the operating
point to within some specified accuracy, and it must
give a low-noise electronic signal containing the
gravitational-wave information.
This is an extremely complex problem, and here we
restrict our discussion to a possible method of the
sensing of the signals required to provide linear control around the operating point. We do this from the
point of view of explaining the design process rather
than presenting a description of the design. We explicitly avoid describing the method used to read out
the gravitational-wave signal; optimizing this signal
is the subject of research.
As noted above, for a range of practical considerations, the entire optical field that is used to illuminate the interferometer, complete with modulation
sidebands, must be passed through an optical cavity.
共The main reason for this is to provide filtering of
geometric changes in the illuminating field that could
couple to the gravitational-wave channel in the case
of imperfect geometry of the interferometer.22兲 Such
a cavity is conventionally termed a mode cleaner, and
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in the case of the LIGO facilities this is a suspendedmirror, triangular ring cavity of ⬃33-m round-trip
length in vacuum. This cavity, when resonant for
the optical carrier frequency, will transmit efficiently
any modulation sidebands at multiples of its free
spectral range, i.e., frequencies given by N ⫻ 9 MHz,
where N is a natural number. The sensing system
therefore is restricted to using frequencies from this
finite list. Considerations of modulator, photodetector, and associated electronic design constrain the
maximum modulation frequency to ⬃200 MHz.
In the light of success having been achieved in both
benchtop experiments, it appeared that the modulation frequencies could either be chosen to have a
small ratio 共as in the Mason and Williams6 experiment兲 or a much larger ratio. It was believed that
there was some risk associated with small ratios 共e.g.,
3兲 because nonlinearity in the radio-frequency electronics could then easily lead to cross contamination
of the signals 共harmonics of the lower frequency contaminating the higher one兲.
With the above considerations in mind, the approach taken was to have one sideband at a high
modulation frequency transmitted to the dark port,
with the other pair of sidebands 共at a much lower
frequency兲 resonant within the power-recycling cavity only. No sideband would be resonant in the arm
cavities of the interferometer. It is noted that, for a
detuned interferometer, the signal-recycling cavity
cannot be equally resonant for both of a pair of phase
modulation sidebands. Hence only one of the highfrequency sidebands can be fully resonant. Although we would apply phase modulation at the
input to the interferometer, the resulting internal
light field would end up effectively as single sideband
modulation as was employed in the Mason and Williams experiment.
To obtain the largest possible sensing signals it is
important to ensure that the modulation sidebands
are resonant in the interferometer. Achieving the
necessary resonant conditions for the sidebands requires that the mirror 共and beam splitter兲 spacings
are chosen correctly. This was accomplished in the
design by use of iterative numerical calculation.
Probably the most significant parameter is l⫺, as
this determines the frequency-dependent coupling
from the power-recycling cavity to the signalrecycling cavity within the interferometer. If l⫺ ⫽ 0,
the interferometer would be a white-light interferometer and there would be no such coupling.
Schnupp23 first highlighted the significance of making l⫺ ⫽ 0 to transfer modulation sidebands from the
input to the output of the interferometer. For l⫺ ⬍⬍
c兾fsb, where fsb is the frequency of the modulation
sideband in question, the coupling is proportional to
l⫺. The approach taken therefore was to optimize
the coupling of a high-frequency sideband 共we chose
180 MHz兲 to the signal-recycling cavity by the choice
of the correct value of l⫺.
The choice of the second modulation frequency is
now relatively simple: It should be as low as possible 共9 MHz兲 to minimize its coupling into the signal-

recycling cavity. With this choice and with the ls
and l⫹ distances chosen to bring the sidebands on
resonance within their respective cavities, the last
step of the design process is the selection of ports at
which to measure the five signals.
The signals associated with the arm cavities ⌽⫺
and ⌽⫹ are obtained in the same manner independent of the details of the particular scheme. The
differential signal ⌽⫺ is obtained when the dark port
photodetector signal is demodulated at the frequency
of the dominant sideband共s兲 at that port, in this case
180 MHz, whereas the ⌽⫹ information is obtained
when the bright port photocurrent is demodulated at
9 MHz. In each case we are measuring the phase
between the carrier resonant in the arm cavities and
sidebands that are not resonant in these cavities 共the
classic Pound–Drever–Hall method兲.
Extracting the other three signals, representing
the auxiliary degrees of freedom, is more complex.
However, all signals are obtained by double demodulation at 180 and 9 MHz in turn. The signals for
⫺ and s are strongly coupled. Double demodulation of the bright port and dark port signals was
found to yield a pair of mixed signals that could be
optimized in their independence by choice of the demodulation phases in the double-demodulation process. The final signal for ⫹ can be obtained by
double demodulation of the outputs from the bright
port and pickoff photodetectors.
4. Conclusion

Enhanced interferometer designs should extend the
sensitivity of gravitational-wave detectors. Three
benchtop experiments have explored a range of sensing and control systems appropriate for application to
a dual-recycled Fabry–Perot Michelson interferometer. These experiments were successful, in that they
each demonstrated correct interferometer control
and signal extraction. Among them they showed
that the interferometer could be controlled in a wide
range of operating modes and in accordance with the
basic technical requirements imposed on modulation
frequencies and detection locations within the LIGO
context. Beyond this the tests have shown that it is
possible to obtain flexibility beyond that required for
Advanced LIGO, but for possible applications in other
advanced detectors, namely, tuning over a wide
range of frequencies and still maintain interferometer lock. Such tuning has been proposed in the context of increasing the sensitivity to gravitational
waves from coalescing compact objects. Finally, the
tests have shown that the analytical approach presented in this paper has useful application in the
design and understanding of the sensing and control
systems for dual-recycling interferometers.
It is interesting to note that many ideas were exchanged throughout the progress of the three experiments and in the design of the sensing scheme
suitable for Advanced LIGO. This led to significant
improvements in all three experiments and to the
rapid formulation of an initial design for the Advanced LIGO sensing system.
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